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Watch RonTube CSS videos for more detailed information.

CSS is an acronym for Cascading Style Sheet. CSS’s job
is to implement style and define structure in an HTML
page. CSS rules can be contained within a style element
in the head of the code, or be a linked external file.
Cascading refers to elements inheriting styles (aka rules)
from the element(s) that they are contained within.
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For example, in the code to the right, note:

➊ The rules attached to the body element define the

background color, font family and text color. Since all
other elements will be contained within the body they
will inherit these rules unless specified otherwise.
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➋ A font size has been specified for all content in

the page which has a <p> tag. Size was not specified
in the body rules, so this is a new rule.
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➌ The rules for content with an <h1> tag have

changed the font family to Arial and the font color to
black (#000). These rules have overridden the rules
established in the body.
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➍ The rules for <h2> elements did not change the

font color so it inherited the white type color established in body. But the rules did change the font
family and the background color.

SELECTOR

DECLARATION

body { background-color: #C00; }
PROPERTY

VALUE

SELECTORS indicate to which element(s) a style applies.
Declarations state how the element should be styled.
Declarations have two parts: A property and a value.
There are various kinds of selectors, these are the most common:
Tag Selector Selectors used to apply style to native html
element tags (such as body, p, h1, div) in a document.
Class Selector Applies rules to element(s) whose class attribute matches the one specified (e.g., .highlight). You may
apply a class mulitiple times. This selector type is often used
to apply rules inline with a span element:
<p>this is <span class="highlight">important</span></p>
ID Selector Applies rules to an element whose id attribute
matches the one specified (e.g., #sidebar). Unlike other
selectors, an ID Selector can be applied only once. This
selector type is often applied to div elements that are
primary containers. <div id="sidebar">Content</div>

A PRIMARY BENEFIT OF CSS is that you can write a rule once
and have it applied many many times throughout a document
or web site. When you change a rule, then that change will
automatically cascade throughout the document(s).
A STYLE SHEET may be internal (within the head of the code
of a single html page) or external (it’s a separate .css file).
The benefit of an external style sheet is that the styles can
be applied to multiple pages, or even an entire site.
To import an external style sheet, create a link element in
the head of the code:
<link href="css/content.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" />
(You can also import style sheets from within Dreamweaver.)
MARGIN (outside)
There are different ways to specify margins & padding
margin: 20px (20px margin all around
margin: 20px 40px (20px top/bottom, 40px right/left)
margin: 20px 40px 10px 30px (clockwise from top)

PADDING (inside)
BOX WITH BORDER

